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Abstract

Hypothesis: Amphiphile self-assembly in non-polar media is often en-
hanced by polar co-solutes, as observed upon amphiphile mediated transport
of water and acid into organic solution. Such co-extraction precludes un-
derstanding the individual roles of polar solutes upon self-assembly. Using
this liquid-liquid extraction (LLE) system as a test-bed, we hypothesize that
co-solute competition and hydrogen bond (HB) characteristics cause differ-
ent size/shape distributions of assembled amphiphiles and alter self-assembly
mechanisms in non-polar solvents.

Experiments: Concentration dependent classical molecular dynamics
simulation and intermolecular network analyses identified the correlating re-
lationships between HB properties of H2O and HNO3 upon the aggregation
of N,N,N,N-tetraoctyl-3-oxapentanediamide (TODGA), a prevalent LLE am-
phiphile extractant.

Findings: Concentration dependent competition of hydrogen bonding
fundamentally impacts amphiphile self-assembly in non-polar media. H2O
bridges TODGA and enhances self-assembly, however as [H2O]org increases,
preferential self-solvation leads to large (H2O)n clusters that cause TODGA
clusters to sorb to the (H2O)n periphery and form extended aggregation.
HNO3 restricts the (H2O)n size by disrupting the HB network. At large
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[H2O]org, HNO3 modulates TODGA self-assembly from extended to local
aggregation. We attribute prior experimental observations to the role of
water rather than co-extracted HNO3, thus providing valuable new insight
into the means by which extractant aggregation can be tuned.

Keywords: Amphiphile, self-assembly, liquid-liquid extraction, aggregation,
graph theory, molecular dynamics, multicomponent solutions
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1. Introduction

Amphiphile self-assembly is a ubiquitous process throughout polymer,[1,
2, 3] protein,[4] and catalysis[5] chemistry. The duality of amphiphile in-
teractions with polar and non-polar solvents or co-solutes drives the forma-
tion of hierarchically organized structures like polymeric vesicles and micelles
that are essential to drug delivery devices,[6, 7, 8] and also surface activ-
ity that supports their role as transporting extractants within the biphasic
purification of complex mixtures (as in liquid-liquid extraction - LLE).[9]
Within LLE, amphiphilic extractants selectively partition specific solutes
from the aqueous into the organic phase, however water and acids are of-
ten co-extracted, a feature that can enhance self-assembly and lead to a wide
range of structures that influence separations efficiency (both in the distri-
bution coefficients and solute selectivity).[10] Self-assembly in such organic
solutions present an interesting case, where competition of intermolecular
interactions amongst scarce donor and acceptor groups have the potential
to strongly influence aggregate size, composition, and topology. Indeed, at
high concentrations, extractant aggregatation can lead to undesirable phase
splitting,[11] but at moderate concentrations an increase in extraction ef-
ficiency can be observed - supposedly because the aggregates themselves
are better extractants than the individual extractant-solute (or metal-ligand,
ML) complexes.[12] The organizational structure of aggregates, their diver-
sity in volume, stoichiometry, and associated micro-structural features have
been proposed to influence individual solute transport events and if multiple
extractants are employed synergism may be observed.[13, 14]

Presumably, features like the dipole moment or hydrogen bonding of polar
co-solutes influence amphiphile self-assembly, as would be inferred from ex-
tensive studies in aqueous solutions.[15, 16] Yet in many cases, identifying the
individual role of a specific co-solute in non-polar media is a challenge that
has yet to be overcome. In the case of LLE, the co-extraction of both water
and acid is highly varied, as is the impact upon extractant aggregation. The
water concentration in the organic phase, [H2O](org), is not only dependent
on the characteristics of the amphiphile extractant but also on the specific
acid.[17] While HNO3 increases [H2O](org), other strong acids like HCl do
not.[17] At the same time, the acid extraction in the organic phase depends
upon its individual interactions with both metal-extractant complexes and
free extractant amphiphile molecules.[18] These dependencies often ensure
the simultaneous presence of water and acid in the organic medium albeit at
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varying concentration.[19, 20] Given this, amphiphile self-assembly in LLE
systems has been attributed, somewhat vaguely, to complex coupled interac-
tions within an amphiphile–water–acid network (as supported by FTIR[21]).

Within this construct, we hypothesize that the organic solution (relative to
an aqueous solution) supports enhanced competition amongst the varying hy-
drogen bond capabilities of polar solutes that tune amphiphile self-assembly
in the context of the locality of the amphiphile interactions. A well-known
LLE system is used as a platform to test this hypothesis and learn about
how hydrogen bonding influences the size and composition of the resulting
aggregates and also the patterns of intermolecular interactions that govern
their morphology in the context of concentration dependent HB competi-
tion. Specifically, N,N,N

′
,N′-tetraoctyl-3-oxapentanediamide (TODGA) is a

representative diglycolamide amphiphile, whose behavior in n-dodecane is
relevant to the separation and purification of critical elements, actinides and
lanthanides within the nuclear fuel cycle (notably the Actinide Lanthanide
SEParation Process (ALSEP)).[22, 23] Further, this amphiphile can exhibit
phase splitting behavior at moderate acid concentration.[24] The acid driven
aggregation of TODGA, even in the absence of metal, has been experimen-
tally studied using small-angle neutron scattering (SANS) and vapor-pressure
osmometry (VPO).[12, 25, 26] Molecular dynamics simulation has been used
to precisely control the polar co-solute concentration in the organic phase
and analysis of the hydrogen bond networks has identified the correlating
relationships of solute hydrogen bonding and amphiphile aggregation.

The available experimental data and diverse aggregation behavior of TODGA
is ideal for developing a platform of basic insight into the competition amongst
varying hydrogen bond (HB) capabilities of polar solutes upon amphiphile
aggregation in non-polar media. Here, we demonstrate that H2O and HNO3

have different mechanistic roles that facilitate amphiphile self-assembly -
where clear differentiation is observed upon the resulting aggregate size dis-
tribution, composition, and morphology. As [H2O](org) is increased the dual
hydrogen bond accepting and donating capabilities cause a transition from
H2O acting as an individual bridging constituent between TODGAmolecules,
to preferential self-solvation that causes larger water clusters to be formed
whose surfaces bring together TODGA clusters that form extended aggre-
gate assemblies. Addition of HNO3 to the humid organic solutions disturbs
the preferential self-solvation of water by rearranging its HB network to par-
ticipate in the multiple HB acceptor sites of HNO3. This in turn inhibits the
formation of large water clusters that support TODGA aggregate–aggregate
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merging. Despite the prevalent assumption within the experimental literature
that HNO3 is generally responsible for the growth of TODGA assemblies in
upon coextraction of H2O and HNO3, this work instead proposes that it is
the role of water that predominates the observed aggregation phenomena. We
anticipate that these mechanistic insights, and the role of HB competition
amongst polar co-solutes, will help achieve better control over amphiphile
self-assembly across length-scales in non-polar media and may assist process
layouts that leverage such aggregation in liquid-liquid extraction and other
industrial applications.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Simulation Protocol

System Composition.. Table 1 presents the composition of all simulated sys-
tems, with different conditions labelled A - C. System A corresponds to 0.1
M TODGA dissolved in n-dodecane, and is based the experimental critical
micelle concentration (CMC) of TODGA at 2 M HNO3(aq) and 25°C.[25, 26]
The B-series of systems introduce water to TODGA/n-dodecane, where the
water concentration is gradually increased from B1 (0.02 M) to B2 (0.05
M) to B3 (0.2 M H2O). In the C-series, nitric acid is introduced to water-
containing conditions. The C1 and C2 systems correspond to prior experi-
mental studies that have 0.02 M and 0.05 M HNO3[25, 12, 26] and the same
water content as B1 and B2, respectively. The C3 - C5 series have the 0.20
M H2O content of B3 and varying [HNO3] up to 0.15 M.

Force Field Implementation.. The interactions of n-dodecane was taken from
[27], while the force field of TODGA was generated by the Generalized AM-
BER Force Field (GAFF2)[28] parametrization using the geometry-optimized
structure of TODGA using density functional theory (DFT) with the B3LYP[29,
30] functional and 6-31G* basis set[31]. The restrained electrostatic potential
(RESP) approach was employed to derive the partial charges. This protocol
follows a similar approach to that of [32], who employed the AMBER force
field parameters with RESP-fitted charges to investigate the complexation of
Ln3+ and UO2

2+ with a tetra-methyl DGA extractant (TMDGA). As part of
the benchmarking process we note that the employed parameters reproduce
the correct density of 0.1 M TODGA in dodecane as (predicted to be 0.788
gL−1 relative to the experimental value of 0.759 gL−1[33]), and measured
diffusion coefficient[34] (see Results section and Supporting Information).
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Table 1: Compositions of simulated systems

Conditions TODGA (M)a Water (M)a Nitric Acid (M)a

A 0.10 [60] - -

B1 0.10 [60] 0.02 [12] -
B2 0.10 [60] 0.05 [30] -
B3 0.10 [60] 0.20 [120] -

C1b 0.10 [60] 0.02 [12] 0.01 [6]
C2c 0.10 [60] 0.05 [30] 0.05 [30]
C3 0.10 [60] 0.20 [120] 0.01 [6]
C4 0.10 [60] 0.20 [120] 0.05 [30]
C5 0.10 [60] 0.20 [120] 0.15 [90]

aValues in bracket correspond to the number of molecules present in the simulation.
bExperimental conditions of Nave et al.[25] cExperimental conditions of Yaita et al.[12]

The TIP3P water model[35] was used along with the HNO3 parameters of
[36] which uses the molecular (undissociated) form that is congruent with
experimental IR[37] and ab initio theoretical predictions.[38, 17] Additional
details regarding the force field parameters are provided in the Supporting
Information (cf. Figure S1, Table S1-S4).

Molecular Dynamics Simulations.. The initial system configurations were
generated using Packmol[39] by distributing all molecules randomly in a cu-
bic box of size 10× 10× 10 nm3. The volume of diluent was corrected con-
sidering the equivalent volume of replacement of added TODGA, H2O and
HNO3. The simulation box constitutes a representation of the organic phase
and no interface was generated during equilibration. Subsequent molecu-
lar dynamics simulations were performed using GROMACS 2019.4.[40] Each
system was first energy-minimized using steepest descent, then subjected to
20 ns of NPT molecular dynamics at 300 K and 1 bar using the Berendsen
barostat[41] with a 2 fs time step. This was followed by a further 20 ns equili-
bration in NVT with Nose-Hoover thermostat[42] (τ = 0.4 ps−1), followed by
100 ns of a production run in NVT for analysis of the equilibrium properties
at a sampling interval of 10 ps. A cut off of 15 Å was applied to account for
the short-range electrostatic and van der Waals interactions. The particle
mesh Ewald method[43] was employed for the long-range electrostatics in-
teraction. The LINCS algorithm[44] was implemented to constrain the bond
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between H-atom and a bound heavy atom at its equilibrium length.

2.2. Analysis Methods

Construction of Intermolecular Networks of Interactions.. Undirected, un-
weighted graphs (networks) were generated for each frame of the trajectory
by considering each individual molecule as a vertex (or node), and an edge
existing between nodes if certain distance criteria are satisfied. Graphs were
generated from the 100 ns production trajectories at a sampling interval of
100 ps. The ChemNetworks[45] software was employed for graph construc-
tion, as this accounts for periodic boundary conditions and contains several
graph correction and analysis features (vide infra). Further analysis of the
different graph-based descriptors were carried out using the NetworkX python
package.[46]

Clusters (or aggregates) are defined as the components that are discon-
nected from the total network, where the composition of the cluster classi-
fies the aggregate as either “homogeneous” (all nodes are the same type of
molecule) or “heterogeneous” (nodes representing different molecular types).
Note that some heterogeneous clusters can be composed of smaller homo-
geneous domains. Based on the system composition, three homogeneous
aggregates can be formed, comprised solely of TODGA, water or nitric acid,
and four heterogeneous aggregates may be formed, consisting of TODGA-
H2O, TODGA-HNO3, H2O-HNO3 and TODGA-H2O-HNO3. The cluster
size is the total number of nodes within a component. Identifying the ap-
propriate criterion for defining edges of interactions is a challenging task
that requires significant consideration. A common practice is to obtain a
distance-based cut-off upon the radial distribution function (RDF) between
appropriate particle pairs.[47, 48] In the case of amphiphiles like TODGA a
weak dipole-dipole interaction drives association that can be manifested in
different pair-wise particle-particle correlations. Stronger, directed interac-
tions - as in hydrogen bonding - support more straightforward edge defini-
tions. Further, it is important to recognize that a rigid geometric criterion
can introduce artifacts into the graph structure due to thermal oscillations
around the cutoff criterion and these features must be corrected for (vide
infra).

TODGA-TODGA Edge Definitions. TODGA is a large molecule, with
an end-to-end distance above 24 Å; cf. Figure S2. Several different geometric
criterion were examined to define TODGA-TODGA interactions, based upon
potential hydrophilic interactions mediated by the TODGA core ethereal and
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carbonyl O-atoms, and steric and hydrophobic interactions associated with
the four n-octyl chains. Three different geometric cut-off criteria (labelled
I-III) were examined for solution conditions C1 and C2 (Table S5, Support-
ing information) where there exists experimental data regarding the preferred
TODGA oligomeric states.[25, 12, 26]. Although detailed comparisons are
provided within the Supplementary Information, the best agreement with ex-
periments for the geometric criterion was obtained for criterion III (cf. Figure
S3) which imposes a distance cutoff between inter-TODGA ethereal-ethereal
O-atoms of 12 Å and a minimum tail-tail proximity of 7.5 Å (cf. Figure
S2). A dynamics-based correction scheme proposed by Ozkanlar et al.[49]
was employed with these cut-off values to help remove additional artifacts
created by rigid cutoff parameters (referred as criterion III-corr in Supporting
Information).

Definitions of Hydrogen Bonding. Several different types of hydrogen
bonding interactions are possible among the polar solutes within different
system compositions under study, including: H2O...H2O, H2O...HNO3 (water
donating), O3NH...OH2 (nitric acid donating). Amongst water and nitric
acid, a distance cutoff of 2.5 Å was set between donor(H)-acceptor(O) for
identifying hydrogen bond interactions. Further, for HBs among H2O, an
additional angle based cutoff criterion (less than 30° for ∠O-H. . . O) was
imposed along with the distance threshold.[49] For HB interactions involving
TODGA (i.e. H2O...TODGA (water donating), O3NH...TODGA (nitric acid
donating)), a O...O distance cutoff of 3.8 Å was employed based on the first
minimum of corresponding RDF profiles (cf. Figure S4).

Local vs. Extended Aggregation.. To learn more about the formation and
growth of aggregates, as well as the changes to their the change network
topology, two classes of clustering are delineated based upon the nature of
the interactions that promote the aggregation process: 1) local aggregation
and 2) extended aggregation. Local aggregation is characterized by a clus-
ter that is dominated by TODGA nodes that have an edge irrespective of
whether any H2O or HNO3 are present. In contrast, extended aggregation
occurs when a homogeneous TODGA cluster is connected to a homogeneous
water cluster but where each TODGA cluster is distance-separated (having
no edge). In other words, in the extended aggregation, water clusters link
otherwise separated TODGA cluster(s) and in this manner TODGA clusters
are connected through non-local interactions. The same definitions are appli-
cable to HNO3-containing cluster systems. Figure S5 illustrates the potential
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cluster compositions and their associated definitions.

Eccentricity Distribution Within Clusters.. To evaluate the connectivity within
the homo- and heterogeneous clusters, we computed the eccentricity distribu-
tion of all nodes using NetworkX.[46] Within the formalism of graph theory,
the eccentricity (ev) of a node is defined as the maximum graph-distance
between the node with all other nodes present within the network.

ev = max{d(v, u), u ∈ v(G)} (1)

here, d(v, u) is the graph-distance between u and v node within graph G. The
maximum eccentricity is the diameter of the graph.[50] Thus, the distribution
of this parameter with respect to all nodes reflects the span and connectivity
of the network. Nodes with higher eccentricities indicate their participation
within a cluster that has longer pathways, while a minimum eccentricity value
of 1 arises when the node is directly connected to all the other nodes within
the network (occurring only in small clusters). An illustration of eccentricity
distributions for several different graph topologies is illustrated in Figure S6.

3. Results and discussion

In the absence of a polar solute, TODGA molecules interact via weak
electrostatic dipole-dipole forces. Experimentally, a dynamic equilibrium be-
tween a monomer and dimer is observed at a minimal concentration of H2O
and acid.[12, 26] This behavior is reproduced within solution A, where over
53 % of all TODGA remain in a monomeric state, 23 % in a dimer and 14
% in a trimer. Moving forward, we now consider solution B conditions, so
as to rigorously understand the role of water upon aggregation, followed by
the C solutions - where the perturbative role of HNO3 is identified.

3.1. Concentration Dependent Aggregation Switching by Water

Although only 9 % of all TODGA participate in (TODGA)m(H2O)n clus-
ters with m > 3 at 0.02 M H2O, the growth of larger clusters is appreciable
as water content is increased. At 0.05 M H2O, 27 % of TODGA reside in
clusters with m > 3 and at 0.2 M H2O 34 % of TODGA exist in large clusters
(Figure 1, Figure S7). These clusters are almost entirely heterogeneous in
composition (TODGA)m(H2O)n and a significant decrease in the TODGA
diffusion coefficient is observed (cf. Table S6, Supporting information). A
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non-linear, but positive, correlation is observed with respect to the water con-
tent within the heterogeneous clusters and the total cluster size (cf. Figure
S8 and S9, Supporting information). Interestingly, the short-range TODGA-
TODGA, TODGA-water and water-water nonbonded interaction energies
(cf. Figure S10) as a function of [H2O] in the organic phase further indicate
that the increase in water content has a noticeable indirect stabilizing effect
on TODGA-TODGA interaction.
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Figure 1: Cluster distribution with the increase of water concentration: Percentage of
TODGA are plotted against the cluster size. The inset plot shows the relative change in
the percentage of clusters against the cluster size from system A to B3.

To elucidate whether water is serving to enhance local or extended ag-
gregation, we begin by studying the distribution of H2O in three different
zones around individual TODGA molecules (cf. Table 2). The zones are de-
fined based upon distances from the TODGA carbonyl and ethereal O-atoms
using the around selection feature of the MDAnalysis toolkit.[51] Zone 1 is
defined by a distance 0 - 0.38 nm, Zone 2 0.38 - 1 nm and Zone 3 > 1 nm.
These results indicate that with increasing water in the organic media, the
population of H2O in Zone 2 (the 2nd and 3rd solvation shells of TODGA)
increases more rapidly than in Zone 1 (the 1st solvation shell). This comple-
ments the modest increase in hydrogen bonding between H2O and TODGA
versus a much sharper H2O...H2O HB increase as we traverse B1 to B2 to
B3 conditions (cf. Table 2).
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Table 2: (Top) Average number of hydrogen bonds among TODGA, H2O and HNO3.
(Bottom) Percent distribution of water and nitric acid around TODGA O-atoms (out of
all H2O or HNO3 present in the system). Three zones are defined based on the distance
from the carbonyl and ethereal O-atoms; Zone 1: 0 - 0.38 nm, Zone 2: 0.38 - 1 nm, and
Zone 3: >1 nm.

Conditions
Hydrogen Bonds

H2O...H2O
a TODGA...H2O

bH2O...HNOa
3 TODGA...HNOb

3

B1 0.21 0.14 - -
B2 0.47 0.33 - -
B3 1.22 0.46 - -

C3 1.12 0.58 0.06 0.07
C4 1.02 1.02 0.24 0.21
C3 0.69 1.33 0.70 0.28

Conditions
Percent of Water Percent of Nitric Acid

Zone 1 Zone 2 Zone 3 Zone 1 Zone 2 Zone 3

B1 77.098 17.732 5.170 - - -
B2 68.528 29.104 2.368 - - -
B3 38.836 59.561 1.603 - - -

C3 42.995 52.776 4.229 19.863 79.387 0.749
C4 53.023 45.797 1.180 50.160 48.748 1.092
C5 62.230 35.533 2.237 42.605 54.486 2.909

a Values indicate the average number of hydrogen bonds per H2O. bValues correspond to
the average number of hydrogen bonds per TODGA.
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The propensity for two different cluster configurations was then examined:

1. TODGA clusters that are solvated by separated water clusters (labelled
“water-extractant-water” or “W-E-W”). In this type of arrangements
TODGA molecules have direct interactions with each other and are
connected components of the cluster subgraph. Thus W-E-W is consid-
ered local aggregation because of the locality of the TODGA-TODGA
interactions.

2. Water clusters that link separated TODGA clusters (labelled “extractant-
water-extractant” or “E-W-E”). These instances represent extended
aggregation where TODGA interact through the HB network of water.

The distribution of E-W-E and W-E-W heterogeneous clusters is pre-
sented in Figure 2, as represented by the formation matrix whose rows and
columns are the size of the terminal homogeneous sub-clusters while the in-
set presents the size distribution of the central (bridging) sub-cluster. In
general, there is a predominance of W-E-W cluster configurations however
the frequency of E-W-E increases with increasing water concentration (cf.
Figure S11, Supporting Information). Smaller (H2O)n clusters are correlated
with the W-E-W cluster configurations, whereas large water clusters are cor-
related with the E-W-E. As the total water content is increased the relative
percent of E-W-E clusters increases from 0.6 % at 0.02 M H2O (B1) to 2.0
% at 0.05 M H2O (B2) to 18.5 % at 0.2 M H2O (B3).

The topological properties of the network of intermolecular interactions
within the E-W-E and W-E-W clusters was examined via the eccentricity
distribution of the molecular nodes (Eqn. 1), as shown in Figure 3. The
eccentricity of a node is the maximum graph-distance between the node with
all other nodes present within the graph-network. Being a node-specific
property, the distribution of eccentricities reflects the internal connectivity
as well as the span of network. For TODGA-water mixed-aggregates, the
shift towards higher eccentricities is substantial as we traverse from low con-
centration to high water concentration. This would be anticipated for the
growth of the water cluster hydrogen bond network and its interactions with
the TODGA clusters that it links together. In combination, these data sup-
port a role for water of acting as driving force behind local aggregation at
low water content within the organic phase and that as the water content
increases, competition emerges for the preferential solvation of H2O with it-
self over solvation of TODGA. When larger water clusters are formed, they
enable extended aggregation behavior within the solution where the total
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2: The growth of Extractant-Water-Extractant (E-W-E) mixed-aggregates where
water bridges the TODGA clusters and Water-Extractant-Water (W-E-W) mixed-
aggregates where TODGA bridges the water clusters for (a) B1 (top), B2 (middle) and
B3 (bottom) solution conditions. The color bar is in logarithmic scale and indicate the
normalized proportion of the total occurrences of E-W-E and W-E-W mixed-aggregates as
function of the cluster sizes. The inset box within the plots shows the normalized frequency
distribution of occurrences (Y axis) of the bridging constituents (left panel: water; right
panel: TODGA) with respect to their cluster size (X axis). The shape of the distribution
in the inset box is obtained using gaussian kernel density estimate (KDE).
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cluster size is further significantly larger than with the W-E-W configuration
(Figure S12, Supporting information).

(b)(a)

Figure 3: a) Distribution of eccentricities (ev) associated with the TODGA clusters for B1,
B2 and B3 system. b) Distribution of (ev) associated with the TODGA-Water network
for B1, B2 and B3 system. Frequency quantifies the total number of instances of ev for all
the molecules of associated aggregate and mized-aggregate type.

3.2. Nitric Acid Inhibits Extended Aggregation

Prior experimental study[11, 52, 25] has reported that an increase in
[HNO3]aq leads to growth of aggregate size within the organic phase. An in-
crease in the stickness parameter required to fit SAXS data[52] also supports
enhanced inter-aggregate interaction at higher aqueous acidities. However,
it is difficult to interpret whether such effects derive solely from an increased
[HNO3]org, as extracted acid may potentially form protonated solvates, for
example of the form “extractant...(HNO3)x”. Other hypotheses could easily
be generated because as the [HNO3]org increases - so too does [H2O]org. This
introduces competitive or synergistic interactions as a result of the differing
hydrogen bond capabilities of these two polar solutes.

The B3 solution conditions (0.2 M H2O) was used as the basis for in-
vestigating the impact of HNO3 on the aggregation of TODGA, where the
acid concentration is systematically increased from 0.01 M (forming the C3
solution) to 0.05 M (C4) to 0.15 M (C5). Perhaps unsurprisingly, the single
HB donor site of HNO3 limits the ability of nitric acid form homogeneous
aggregates and over 90 % of HNO3 are observed to remain in a monomeric
form (with no HB to other HNO3). The molecular form of nitric acid has
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three HB acceptor sites and one donor site, which introduce significant com-
petition for hydrogen bonding amongst the two HB acceptor and donor sites
of H2O. Analysis of the pair-wise interaction energies suggest an increasing
stabilization of the HNO3...H2O interaction at the expense of destabilizing
H2O...H2O interactions as [HNO3]org increases (cf. Figure S13). As shown
in Figure S14, introduction of HNO3 also significantly perturbs the water
clustering process where hydrogen bonding of H2O and HNO3 restricts the
formation of water clusters over the size of c.a. 30 within the C5 solution.
This is well-supported by the subsequent increase in solvent accessible surface
area (SASA) per water molecule upon increasing acid concentration (Table
S7, Supporting information). In-depth analysis on the inter-connectivity of
the HNO3...H2O HB network suggests that with increasing concentration,
HNO3 participates in forming mixed aggregates of the form N-W-N (nitric
acid-water-nitric acid) and W-N-W (water-nitric acid-water) with substan-
tial preference for former (cf. Figure S15 and S16, Supporting Information).
As a result, the presence of HNO3 reduces the hydrogen bond network con-
nectivity among H2O and shortens the associated network length. The eccen-
tricity distributions of the hydrogen bond network of water clusters reflects
a gradual reduction of graph distance between H2O with increasing [HNO3].
Concomitantly, there is a decreasing trend of hydrogen bonds between H2O
and an increase in the propensity of H2O to solvate more TODGA molecules
(growth in the average number of HBs between TODGA and H2O shown in
Table 2).

These data complement the observed changes to distribution of H2O and
HNO3 around TODGA in various zones as [HNO3] is increased. Specifically,
the percentage of H2O around TODGA in its 1st solvation shell (Zone 1)
increases whereas less waters partition within Zone 2 (cf. Table 2). At low
[HNO3] (0.01 M; C3), > 80 % of HNO3 remain in the Zone 2 while a sig-
nificantly higher percentage migrate into the 1st solvation shell of TODGA
as the total nitric acid concentration is increased. Thus, there are enhanced
interactions between both polar solutes and the hydrophilic core of TODGA
as acid is added to the solution. The disruption in the water HB network by
nitric acid has a direct impact over the cluster size distribution of TODGA
and on the TODGA-water mixed-aggregates (Figure S17 and S18, Support-
ing information). Specifically, reducing the size of water clusters severely
inhibits the formation of TODGA clusters that are linked by those water
clusters as shown in Figure S14 (Supporting information). The size of the
TODGA-water and TODGA-water-nitric acid mixed aggregates (cf. Figure
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5) remains restricted due to the smaller core of water-nitric acid mixed-
aggregates. Further, contrary to the case of water without acid, there is a
decrease in the formation of E-W-E type of mixed-aggregates with increasing
acid concentration (Figure 4 and Figure S11). The distribution of eccen-
tricities of W-E-W and E-W-E aggregates also demonstrates a reduction of
network length, suggesting that in the presence of water, nitric acid reduces
the inter-connectivity among the mixed-aggregates (cf. Figure 6).

These predicted trends are somewhat counter-intuitive to the implied role
of nitric acid within the experimental literature. Although, it has been per-
ceived in several experiments[11, 52, 25] that increase in [HNO3]aq leads to
better amphiphile aggregation, it is important to emphasize that the aqueous
acidity increases both the concentration of [H2O]org and [HNO3]org.[17] This
work demonstrates that H2O supports both local and extended aggregation
as its concentration in the organic phase increases, while the competitive
hydrogen bond interactions with nitric acid decrease extended aggregation.
Thus, we propose that the increase in the size of amphiphile aggregates ob-
served in prior experiments likely derives from the enhanced concentration of
water (caused by coextraction with HNO3) rather than the role of the acid
upon self-assembly. Undoubtedly, the concentration of water in the organic
phase is crucial to tune the degree of local and extended aggregation events
involving nitric acid. A comparison of the B1 and C1 systems alongside the
B2 and C2 systems provide further intuition about the dependency between
nitric acid concentration and the extent of aggregation. The small quantity of
acid that present in C1 (0.02 M water and 0.01 M acid) relative to B1 (0.02
M water) does not appreciably perturb the small existing water network.
The dispersed H2O and HNO3 solvate TODGA molecules without little in-
teraction amongst themselves. Indeed the size of TODGA clusters from B1
to C1 is increased by the individual bridging of the isolated polar solutes (cf.
Figure S19, Supporting Information). Increasing the water and acid content
to (i.e. C2 (0.05 M water and 0.05 M acid); relative to B2 (0.05 M water)
creates competition between H2O...H2O hydrogen bonding and H2O...HNO3,
and instead of the growth of large water clusters observed in the absence of
nitric acid, the relative size of the TODGA clusters is restricted (cf. Figure
S19, Supporting Information).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4: The plot describes the growth of bridged assemblies between water and TODGA
for C3 (top), C4 (middle) and C5 (bottom) systems. Left panel represents occur-
rences of Extractant-Water-Extractant (E-W-E) mixed-aggregates where water bridges
the TODGA clusters. Right panel represents occurrences of Water-Extractant-Water (W-
E-W) mixed-aggregates where TODGA bridges the water clusters. The color bar is in
logarithmic scale and indicate the normalized proportion of the total occurrences of E-W-
E and W-E-W mixed-aggregates as function of the cluster sizes of bridged entities. The
inset box within the plots shows the normalized frequency distribution of occurrences (Y
axis) of the bridging constituents (left panel: water; right panel: TODGA) with respect to
their cluster size (X axis).The shape of the distribution in the inset box is obtained using
gaussian kernel density estimate (KDE).
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(a)

(b) (c)

Figure 5: (a) The relative change in the percentage of (TODGA)m(H2O)n mixed-
aggregates progressively from B3 to C3, C4 and C5 systems are plotted against the cluster
size (m+n). Radial bar chart on cluster distribution of (b) (TODGA)m(H2O)n(HNO3)o
and (c) (TODGA)m(HNO3)o mixed aggregates under C3, C4 and C5 condition (values
on the chart indicates % of clusters within respective size interval (only values >3 % are
shown for clarity).
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(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Figure 6: Distribution of eccentricities (ev) associated with (a) Water-Nitric acid network,
(b) TODGA-Water network, (c) TODGA-Nitric acid (d) TODGA-Water-Nitric acid net-
work under C3, C4 and C5 conditions. Frequency quantifies the total number of instances
of ev for all the molecules of associated mixed-aggregates type.
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4. Conclusion

Polar co-solutes have been found to impact the size and shape of self-
assembled amphiphile extractants in a manner consistent with the competi-
tion of energetic contributions from different types of hydrogen bonding (i.e.
between the polar solutes with the amphiphile, between solutes of the same
and different types). Necessarily, this is a concentration dependent phenom-
ena and is sensitive to the number of hydrogen bond donor and acceptor sites
on the co-solutes.

Using a well-known liquid-liquid extraction system as a test case, we orig-
inally hypothesized that the self-assembly of a representative diglycolomide
extractant (TODGA) would differ based upon the hydrogen bond properties
of co-extracted H2O and HNO3, as has been observed in analogous aque-
ous studies of amphiphile self-assembly[16, 15]. Through detailed molecular
dynamics simulations, graph theoretical and clustering analysis of the inter-
molecular interactions, this work reveals a surprising breadth of the affect
of hydrogen bonding, and more importantly competition of those interac-
tions, upon amphiphile aggregation. Consider that at low water concentra-
tion in the organic phase, individual H2O support TODGA self-assembly
through local bridging hydrogen bond interactions. Yet as [H2O](org) in-
creases, H2O...H2O hydrogen bonding and self-solvation drives the forma-
tion of large (H2O)n clusters that shift the TODGA self-assembly paradigm
into an extended aggregation framework - based upon TODGA clusters ad-
sorbed to the periphery of (H2O)n. There is thus concentration dependent
competition of H2O hydrogen bonding with TODGA (which is favored at
low [H2O](org)) and H2O...H2O hydrogen bonding (which is favored at high
[H2O](org)).

The introduction of a competing hydrogen bonding co-solute, in this case
HNO3 which is co-extracted with H2O in LLE systems, introduces an ad-
ditional degree of freedom as it pertains to the hydrogen bonding network
that drives TODGA self-assembly pathways. The large number of accepting
hydrogen bond sites in HNO3 out-compete H2O...H2O hydrogen bonding.
As such, when nitric acid is introduced into the organic solution it prevents
the formation of large (H2O)n and thus limits the formation of extended
TODGA aggregation. Nitric acid can thus be considered a solute that fos-
ters the growth of small and medium-sized amphiphile assemblies with a
composition of TODGA-H2O-HNO3 as [HNO3](org) increases.

The presence of water and acid in non-polar media is experimentally well-
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known to enhance self-assembly of amphiphiles extractants in LLE systems.[21,
18, 12, 25, 26] Yet the coextraction of these solutes has prevented rigorous
control over their organic phase concentration[19, 17, 18, 21] and thus pre-
vented mechanistic insight. Broadly implicit within the literature is the sup-
position that HNO3 rather than H2O is responsible for enhanced extractant
aggregation, although a synergistic effect has also been attributed. Instead,
this work provides evidence for self-assembly that is driven by intense com-
petition between different hydrogen bond environments, where concentration
of those environments plays a key role. Within conditions related to LLE
we propose that water as a polar co-solute is the primary driving force be-
hind extractant aggregation. This work forms the basis for a fundamental
understanding of how varying hydrogen bond characteristics and solvation
properties influence self-assembly of amphiphiles in non-polar media. Fur-
ther, as it pertains to LLE, the results from this work will help within the
experimental design of separations systems that can tune aggregation behav-
ior to influence separations efficiency.
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Appendix A. Supplementary data

Simulation snapshots, cluster analysis details under C1 and C2 condi-
tions, cluster analysis results for studied systems, extended aggregation be-
tween water and acid molecules, short-range non-bonded interaction energy
vs. simulation time plots, oxygen-oxygen RDF profiles of water molecules.
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